Increased sensitivity of T cells to regulation by normal suppressor cells persists in long-term survivors with Hodgkin's disease.
We have studied the function of T cells in the peripheral blood obtained from long term survivors with Hodgkin's disease in order to determine the sensitivity of those T cells to normal suppressor cell immunoregulatory mechanisms. Concanavalin A-activated suppressor cells from normal donors suppressed the proliferation of lymphocytes obtained from 11 patients (56.8 +/- 3.5 percent) and from 28 allogeneic normal control subjects (39.8 +/- 2.7 percent [p less than 0.001]). When suppressor monocytes from the normal donors were studied, the mean proliferation of lymphocytes from 19 patients was suppressed 76.3 +/- 4.8 percent whereas proliferation of lymphocytes from 26 normal donors was suppressed 46.6 +/- 4.4 percent (p less than 0.0001). There was no tendency for the increased sensitivity to suppression that was observed in either assay system to return to normal as the patients' disease free interval increased from 1.5 years to 12 years. Furthermore, long-term survivors with diffuse histiocytic lymphoma, who had been treated with comparable chemotherapy, had normal sensitivity to the suppressor monocytes (45.1 +/- 3.8 percent). In Hodgkin's disease, the persistent increased sensitivity of T cells to two different normal immunoregulatory cells suggests that the response of the T cell to regulatory signals may be an important cause of the depressed cellular immunity observed in Hodgkin's disease and a clue to the etiology of the disease.